Glossary Of Terms

Double – 2 students per room; community restroom

Suite – 2 students per room; suite style restroom between two rooms

Extended Triple – 3 students assigned to a double occupancy room; discounted rate

PE Clark Shared Double – 2 bedroom suite with 2 students per bedroom

PE Clark Extended Triple – these are located inside the Shared Double and the “A” bedroom will have 3 residents and the “B” bedroom will have 2 residents

**All bedrooms in the Commons, GrandMarc, Tom Brown /Pete Wright, Marion and New Hall 3 are private; however, the living space and bathroom(s) are shared among the residents of that suite or apartment.

**Bedrooms in PE Clark are private with XL-Full beds EXCEPT in the “Shared Double” rooms which have 2 students per bedroom with XL-Twin beds.